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Excellent Long-Range Charge-Carrier Mobility  
in !D Perovskites
Manuel Kober-Czerny, Silvia Genaro Motti, Philippe Holzhey, Bernard Wenger, 
Jongchul Lim,* Laura Maria Herz,* and Henry James Snaith*

The use of layered, !D perovskites can improve the stability of metal halide 
perovskite thin films and devices. However, the charge carrier transport 
properties in layered perovskites are still not fully understood. Here, the sum 
of the electron and hole mobilities (!µ) in thin films of the !D perovskite 
PEA!PbI%, through transient electronically contacted nanosecond-to-milli-
second photoconductivity measurements, which are sensitive to long-time, 
long-range (micrometer length scale) transport processes is investigated. 
After careful analysis, accounting for both early-time recombination and the 
evolution of the exciton-to-free-carrier population, a long-range mobility  
of '." +/" ".$ cm! (V s)–&, which is ten times greater than the long-range 
mobility of a comparable #D material FA".(Cs".&PbI# is determined. These 
values are compared to ultra-fast transient time-resolved THz photoconduc-
tivity measurements, which are sensitive to early-time, shorter-range (tens 
of nm length scale) mobilities. Mobilities of ' and %) cm! (V s)–& in the case 
of the PEA!PbI% and FA".(Cs".&PbI#, respectively, are obtained. This previously 
unreported concurrence between the long-range and short-range mobility 
in a !D material indicates that the polycrystalline thin films already have 
single-crystal-like qualities. Hence, their fundamental charge carrier transport 
properties should aid device performance.
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research.[!] After pioneering work demon-
strating high e"ciency in PV devices in 
#$!#, the research has flourished around 
these materials with stoichiometry AMX% 
(typically A = methylammonium (MA+), 
formamidinium (FA+), or cesium (Cs+); 
M = lead (Pb#+) or tin (Sn#+); X = iodide 
(I–), bromide (Br–), or chloride (Cl–)).[#–&]

Beyond the %D perovskites, #D Rud-
dlesden–Popper (RP) and Dion–Jacobson 
(DJ) structures are considered to be pos-
sible alternatives to increase the stability 
of the perovskite layer and allowing for 
the bandgap and optical properties to be 
adjusted by varying the “quantum well” 
width and confinement.['–!$] The RP-phase 
has a stoichiometry of A’#An!!MnX%n+!,  
where A’ is now a larger organic ion (most 
commonly butylammonium (BA+) or 
phenylethylammonium (PEA+)).[!!] This 
organic ion induces the layered structure 
by separating n-stacks of [MX'](– octa-
hedra that are generally oriented parallel 
to an underlying substrate.[!#] This directly 
a)ects the bandgap and band structure 

and hence optoelectronic properties, such as photolumines-
cence energy and charge carrier transport.[!%] The latter one is 
quantified by the charge carrier mobility (µ). Under the influ-
ence of an electric field, the mobility of a charge carrier in a 
solid-state lattice is represented by its reduced mass (m*), the 
elemental charge, and the mean time between scattering events 
with the lattice (!sc)[!(]
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It is a crucial material quality, but it must be acquired care-
fully. For instance, for MAPbI%, the archetypical metal halide 
perovskite composition, the reported mobility values span three 
orders of magnitude.[!&] Some of these discrepancies are caused 
by real di)erences in the morphology of the material, for 
instance highly defective polycrystalline films versus improved-
crystallinity thin films or single crystals.[!'–!*] Other variations 
arise from the length scales probed (few nm vs many microns or 
mm), and from inappropriate application of measurement tech-
niques based on false assumptions.[!&,#$] µ can be related to the 
conductivity of a material. Here, we use that relation to calculate 
the mobility from a conductivity signal acquired from transient  
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&. Introduction
More than a decade after their first introduction as light 
absorbing materials in solar cells in #$$*, metal halide perov-
skites continue to be at the forefront of photovoltaic (PV) 
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photoconductivity (TPC) or optical-pump terahertz-probe spec-
troscopy (OPTP)

· ·0 0N et! µ "==  (#)

where "t = $ is the conductivity signal extrapolated to t+ = $, # 
is the free carrier fraction in equilibrium, and N$ is the total 
number charge carriers per unit volume, which includes free 
charge carriers (N+ = N$#) and coulombically bound charge 
carrier pairs (excitons). A good estimate of # is needed, to  
accurately calculate the mobility of a material. In case of the 
OPTP experiment, the time-scale probe is <!+ns, short enough, 
so that no equilibrium of free carriers and excitons has formed 
yet and # can be approximated as !. While the assumption of 
#+= ! is also true for the !$$ s of ns, long-range, TPC meas-
urement of %D perovskites, such as MAPbI% or FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% 
at low charge carrier densities, it certainly is not true at higher 
charge carrier densities due to the law of mass action, as has 
been investigated in a recent study.[#!]

#D RP perovskites with n+<+& have exciton binding energies 
on the order of or greater than !$$ meV and are considered to 
be “excitonic materials”, since a significant fraction of excitons 
is formed following photoexcitation.[##] Excitons, as pseudo 
particles with a net charge of zero, do not drift in an electric 
field and so do not contribute to conductivity. Therefore, the 
assumption #+= ! is also not true for #D perovskites, such as 
PEA#PbI(. It is worth emphasizing the importance of precise 
reporting of the mobility investigated at this point: There is a 
risk of presenting confusing, even contradictory results when 
studying excitons and mobile carriers, using long-range and 
short-range measurement techniques. This is even more true 
for #D perovskites, having an in-plane and out-of-plane anisot-
ropy of properties.

The “out-of-plane” charge carrier transport and mobility of 
#D perovskites are generally accepted to be much lower than 
the “in-plane” mobility (here out-/in-plane correspond to the 
crystallographic planes due to the anisotropy of the #D system) 
and great e)ort has been put into understanding and improving 
it.[#%,#(] This anisotropy can lead to reduced PV device perfor-
mance, when charge carriers have to move across the crystal-
lographic planes of the #D perovskites.[#&]

Indeed, the stability-enhancement by the #D perovskite 
phases is often thought to come at the expense of carrier con-
ductivity and mobility.[#%,#',#,] Early research on layered tin-halide  
perovskites, however, theorized that decreased conductivity 
could be accompanied by an increase in mobility—that is free 
charge carrier mobility in the #D plane.[#-]

For vertical device architectures, advances in film fabrication 
have resulted in improved control over layer orientation and, in 
some cases, full conversion into vertically oriented #D layers, 
enabling transport along the #D perovskite sheets, in a direc-
tion normal to the substrate.[-,#*–%!]

To better understand the underlying physics of the charge 
carrier transport in #D perovskites, we study PEA#PbI( (n+= !) 
as a model #D system, since it is one of the most researched 
layered perovskites and hence allows for best comparison of 
our results. Additionally, solution-processed n+= ! thin films do 
not face the same phase impurity challenges as observed for 
n+ >+ ! #D perovskites and are generally more oriented.[!#,%#–%-] 

PEA#PbI( is described in early reports as a dielectrically con-
fined system with exciton binding energies of "#%$ meV.[%*]  
A recent di)usivity study of PEA#PbI( has observed highly 
mobile excitonic species.[($] Simultaneously, free carrier 
behavior has been observed and is being investigated. In a 
recent report, a polaron model is proposed to explain free car-
rier transport in PEA#PbI(.[(!]

In this study, we focus on investigating the in-plane mobility 
and photophysical properties, by measuring the lateral long-
range and short-range conductivity of highly oriented thin films. 
We gain a better understanding+of the generation and transport 
properties of free charge carriers in PEA#PbI( over both length 
scales. This allows us to postulate possible ways to make #D 
perovskites in general more useful in optoelectronic device appli-
cations. In this work, we use the word “free carrier,” but want to 
emphasize that the exact nature of carriers in a #D perovskite 
is part of ongoing research. Whether it is true free carriers, 
polarons, or something else entirely should not a)ect the results 
obtained by our measurements, as any type of unpaired charge 
carrier will be probed and is hence part of the result.

!. Results
!.&. Structural Properties of !D and #D Perovskite Thin Films

As a first step in our investigation, we analyze the structure 
and morphology of the PEA#PbI( thin films. For this study, it 
is important to have a pure #D perovskite phase with nearly 
perfectly oriented layers, in order to reduce the e)ects of mul-
tiple phases or anisotropy on the measured conductivity. Our 
optimized, simple fabrication method (see the Experimental 
Section) yielded highly oriented, large grains. We show scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) top images of a PEA#PbI( 
thin film, and compare these to those for a typical %D perov-
skite FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% in Figure !A,B. There are strikingly large 
grain sizes (as resolved in the SEM images) for #D perovskite 
films. We note that although the %D perovskite films appear 
in the SEM image as much rougher on the !$$’s nm length 
scale with much smaller polycrystalline grain size than the #D 
perovskite films, both types of films appear extremely smooth 
and specular (shiny) on the optical length scale. Grain sizes in 
the tens to hundreds of nm length scales are also typical for %D 
perovskite films processed from mixed solvent systems via the 
antisolvent quenching method that we have employed here.[(#] 
We also note that even after careful optimization, we were not 
able to significantly enhance the grain size in the %D perovskite 
films, but this is representative of a typical %D perovskite thin 
film. In Figure+ !C,D, we compare #D X-ray di)raction (XRD) 
scans for similar films: For the %D perovskite films, the XRD 
peaks appear as semicircles in the qxy qz plot, indicative of a low 
degree of texturing and a random distribution of crystalline ori-
entations. In contrast, the majority of the scattering intensity 
is in the qxy+= $ direction for the #D perovskite film, consistent 
with highly textured orientated films, with the perovskite #D 
planes lying parallel to the substrate.[!#,(%] Figure+ !E,F shows 
the di)erence between the %D and #D perovskite thin films 
schematically. We also present the !D XRD for PEA#PbI( and 
FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% in Figure S! in the Supporting Information. It is 
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worth mentioning that the results presented in this work may 
be impacted by the reduced number of grain boundaries, an 
increased crystallinity as well as a combination of both and it is 
part of ongoing research to disentangle these e)ects.[((–(']

Next, we will investigate the “long-range” mobility of charge 
carriers in PEA#PbI( and FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% thin films employing 
TPC.[#!]

!.!. Understanding Exciton and Free Carrier Dynamics

In the TPC experiment, transistor-type electrode-gap devices, 
which probe the transport in a direction parallel to the plane 
of the substrate, are illuminated with a short (ns) above band 

gap laser pulse, and the transient conductivity is recorded.[#!] 
We give full details in the Supporting Information, but briefly, 
during and following the photoexcitation pulse, free carriers are 
generated which result in the photoconductivity signal. In %D 
bulk perovskites, where exciton binding energies are low, we 
often expect that all of the absorbed photons lead to the gen-
eration of free carriers. However, the population is reduced in 
comparison to this maximum possible population, by two main 
contributions: an early-time recombination of generated car-
riers within the time-frame of the photo-excitation pulse, and 
an equilibrium between the free carrier and exciton popula-
tions, with the latter depending upon both charge-carrier den-
sity and exciton binding energy (EB). In order to determine the 
mobility from the TPC decay, we need to be able to estimate the 

Figure &. A/B) !D XRD scans of A) FA".'Cs".#PbI$ and B) PEA!PbI&. C/D) Top view SEM images for C) FA".'Cs".#PbI$ and D) PEA!PbI&. E/F) Schematics 
showing the structure of a E) $D and F) !D n(= # perovskite, which may explain the more ordered nature of the polycrystalline thin film of the !D material.
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corresponding free carrier density as a function of time, during 
the measurement. This is feasible if we have knowledge of all 
the parameters which govern charge recombination and the 
exciton-to-free-carrier branching ratio as a function of charge-
carrier density for these materials.

In equilibrium, the rate of exciton dissociation into free car-
riers is balanced by the rate of exciton formation from free 
charge carriers, where the term free carriers refers to unbound 
electrons and holes present in the conduction and valance bands, 
respectively. This equilibrium can be calculated for each carrier 
concentration (N) with knowledge of EB using the Saha equation
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where µ$ is the reduced carrier mass, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, T is the temperature, and h is the Planck’s constant.[(,] 
We note that this Saha equation is valid for our #D perovskite 
assuming a quantum well thickness of "!&+nm (see Section S-,  
Supporting Information for details).[(!] The excitation used 
during the TPC experiment has a pulse width of "%.,+ ns, 
which is much longer than typically observed carrier cooling  
phenomena.[(-,(*] Hence, we assume a pseudo-equilibrium of 
free carriers and excitons to have formed after the pulse, which 
can then be approximated by Equation+(%).

The exciton binding energy of a material at room tempera-
ture can be estimated from its absorption coe"cient ($). In 
Figure "A, we show $ as obtained from transmittance and 
reflectance measurements for FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% and PEA#PbI(. 
The latter is shifted toward higher energies and exhibit a strong 
characteristic peak near the absorption onset associated with 

exciton formation.[!!,($,&$] Both absorption spectra can then be 
fitted individually with the “Elliott model” (see Section S%, Sup-
porting Information for the details) to estimate EB as well as 
the electronic bandgap of the continuum of states of each mate-
rial (distinct from optical or Tauc estimates of the absorption 
onset energy).[&!] From this, we find exciton binding energies 
of ", meV (lit.: &.% meV) for the FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% (bandgap of 
!.&&+eV, lit.: !.&!–!.&,+eV) and "#%$ meV (lit.: !*%–#%$ meV) for 
PEA#PbI( (bandgap of #.'%+eV, lit.: #.%'–#.'%+eV).[(%,&#–&']

We can now apply the Saha equation (Equation (%)) to esti-
mate the fraction of free carriers (#) with respect to the total 
density of photoexcited species. The results are plotted in 
Figure+ #B for materials with exciton binding energies of  
, and #%$ meV, which reveals a significant reduction in the 
free carrier fraction in the latter case, in the range of carrier  
densities N that are typically associated with optoelectronic 
characterization methods (!$!%–!$!- cm–%). An assumption of 
#+= ! for FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% is valid for N+<+!$!' cm–% and corrections 
only need to be made for higher N, as has been described in  
previous work.[#!]

In addition to modulating the fraction of free carriers, the 
high EB will also a)ect the photoluminescence (PL) emission 
properties and charge carrier recombination occurring in the #D 
material. The recombination of carriers can be assessed via time-
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) and photo luminescence 
quantum e"ciency (PLQE) measurements. Following photo-
excitation, the dynamics of charge carriers can be described by
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Figure !. A) Absorption coe)cients of both materials. The best Elliott fits (solid lines) are shown in both cases together with the resulting EB of * and 
!$" meV for FA".'Cs".#PbI$ and PEA!PbI&, respectively. B) The free carrier fraction at room temperature for both calculated exciton binding energies as 
estimated from the Saha equation. C) Normalized time-resolved PL decays for both materials as measured for di+erent excitation fluences (darkness 
of color; !.!–!!" nJ cm–!). The background before the pulse has been subtracted. Dashed lines indicate global fits used for the two materials separately 
(details in Section S&, Supporting Information). D) Intensity-dependent PLQE measurements with corresponding error bars are shown (standard error 
from four films per material, three measured spots per sample). Fits to Equation((&) are presented as dashed lines.
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where G is the carrier generation rate, k! and k% are the rate 
constants for the nonradiative trap-assisted recombination and 
Auger recombination, respectively, k# and kex are the rate con-
stants for the radiative bimolecular (band-to-band) and exciton 
recombination, and neq is the free carrier density in equilibrium 
and equal to the either side of Equation+(%) (see Section S(, Sup-
porting Information for details).[(!] In Figure+ #C, we show the 
time-resolved PL decays for both, the %D FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% and the 
#D PEA#PbI( for a range of pulsed excitation fluences (notably 
the TCSPC pulse width is tens of ps, rather than ns for the 
TPC measurement). A stark di)erence in lifetimes between the 
#D and %D perovskites can be observed immediately: The %D 
material shows a long PL decay of a few hundred nanoseconds, 
which is mostly happening in the monomolecular, trap-assisted 
regime as seen in Figure S( in the Supporting Information. In 
contrast, the PL intensity of the #D material drops by an order 
of magnitude within a few tens of nanoseconds, however, it still 
shows a significant PL signal after more than #$$+ns, indicating 
the presence of longer-lived species. In a pulsed TRPL experi-
ment, we can assume G+= $ and k% can be neglected at the flu-
ences probed. Hence, the decay is dominated by trap-assisted 
recombination at later times. We globally fit these data using 
Equation+ ((), to extract a trap-assisted recombination constant 
k! as well as k#,e). In Figure+#C, we show the resulting fits over-
laid with the data for the full-time range. For FA$.*Cs$.!PbI%, 
we determine that k! is ,.& # !$&+ s–!, while it increases to  
'.% # !$'+ s–! for PEA#PbI( (see Supporting Information for 
more details).

To determine the higher-order recombination constants, 
we measured and assessed the fluence-dependent steady-state 
PLQE for these thin films (Figure+#D). Under continuous illu-
mination, the PLQE of a material can be estimated as[%,]

PLQE ex 2

ex 1 2 3
2

k k n
k k k n k n

= +
+ + +

 (&)

We note that for both, Equations+ (() and (&), the quasi-
first-order, radiative recombination of excitons (kex) is usually 
neglected in %D perovskites at room temperature, because of 
the low EB in %D lead halide perovskites and hence large value 
of # (see Section S(, Supporting Information for details).

Under continuous wave illumination, Equation+(&) can then 
be used to estimate k# and k% (as well as kex) from PLQE data. 
For FA$.*Cs$.!PbI%, we observe a monotonically increasing 

PLQE up to a carrier density of # # !$!'+cm–%. By fixing k! to that 
derived from the transient PL, we obtained the best fit to the 
PLQE with k#+= -.,* # !$–!!+cm% s–! and k%+= ,.## # !$–#-+cm' s–!. 
The data and fit are shown in Figure+#D. In contrast to the %D 
case, the PEA#PbI( thin films have an almost constant PLQE 
of "!% at the lower fluence range, and only exhibit a slight 
increase in PLQE as the excitation fluence is increased. This is 
a result of the excitonic nature of the PL emission as described 
previously, where the monomolecular radiative recombination  
of excitons is insensitive to excitation fluence.[%,,(!] The best fit 
was obtained for k#+= *.- # !$–!$+cm% s–! and k%+= !.- # !$–#'+cm' s–!  
and a kex of '.& # !$,+ s–!. We note that the accuracy of kex is 
relatively high, assuming that our k! of '.% # !$'+s–! determined 
from the TRPL is accurate. The accuracy of k# is also relatively 
high, since there is small, but highly relevant increase in PLQE 
over the excitation range studied, due to the increasing com-
petitiveness of the radiative k# process over the nonradiative k! 
process, over the intensity range of measurement. However, 
the accuracy of k% is low, since there is very little data at high 
enough excitations to properly observe the expected roll-o) 
in PLQE (all the fitting procedures are detailed in Section S(,  
Supporting Information).[!$,%,]

We later determine the same recombination constants using 
optical-pump terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. The OPTP 
experiment can record the photoconductivity transients at 
higher charge-carrier densities and with femtosecond resolu-
tion, and thus allows for more accurate determination of the 
higher-order decay rates, k# and k%. In Table !, we show that the 
values obtained by both methods are in good agreement with 
one another and with previously reported values. In Figure S' 
in the Supporting Information, we show the impact of an error 
in the recombination constants on the resulting mobility of 
PEA#PbI(. We conclude that the recombination constants are 
determined with enough accuracy so that the resulting error is 
lower than the batch-to-batch variation of our data.

!.#. Long-Range Mobility Calculation

TPC can be used to estimate the “long-range,” conductivity 
and mobility in a direction parallel to the substrate. Since we 
have already determined that the crystallographic planes of 
the #D perovskites are highly ordered parallel to the plane of 
the substrate, we expect the TPC to also probe mostly the con-
ductivity and mobility in the plane of the #D perovskite sheets. 
Charge carriers are generated following photoexcitation by a 
few-ns pulse width excitation (!$+Hz) and start drifting under 
a small applied electric field of <$.$!+V µm!!. Concerning the 
length scale over which the charge transport will occur during 
the measurement, this will depend upon the charge carrier 
mobility, the charge carrier lifetime, and the applied electric 
field. For instance, with a mobility of ! cm# V!! s!! and a life-
time of !$$$+ns, the charge carriers would drift !$$$+nm in the 
applied electric field of $.$!+V µm!!.

The obtained conductivity decays are shown in Figure #A  
(see Section S&, Supporting Information for details) for both 
PEA#PbI( and FA$.*Cs$.!PbI%. For both materials, we observe 
long-lived photoconductivity traces, with mono-exponential 
decay lifetimes of a few hundred nanoseconds, and peak 

Table &. Recombination constants as obtained from both TRPL/PLQE 
fitting and OPTP spectroscopy. All values are compared to literature 
values.

Material Method k#  
[#"% s–#]

kex  
[#"% s–#]

k!  
[#"–#" cm$ s–#]

k$  
[#"–!, cm% s–#]

FA".'Cs".#PbI$ TRPL, PLQE #.# NA ".' *.!

OPTP – NA $.# ".*

Literature[-*,-,] ".--* NA #.# ".!

PEA!PbI& TRPL, PLQE %.$ %- '., #,"

OPTP -." – '"" $.#

Literature[!$,$*] ".' -" !" #"–!""
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conductivities between !$–# and !$–( S cm–!. If we were to 
follow the naïve approximations of neglecting early-time 
recombination during the photoexcitation pulse and assume 
that all absorbed photons lead to the generation of charge car-
riers at t+= $, Equation+(!) would allow for an estimation of #$µ 
when extrapolating the decays to extract the “t+= $” conductivity 
at $ ns, where $µ is now the sum of both the electron and hole 
mobilities. The resulting #$µ values determined in this manner 
are $.!–$., cm# (V s)–! in case of the PEA#PbI( and $.#–$., cm# 
(V s)–! for FA$.*Cs$.!PbI%. The drop o) in #$µ determined in 
this manner with increasing excitation density is consistent 
with a reduction in # with increasing excitation density, and an 
increase in early-time recombination with increasing intensity. 
We note that over the range of excitation densities that we study 
here, we do not at any point observe a super-linear increase 
in peak photoconductivity with increasing excitation density. 
This implies that we are beyond the low charge density regime 
where trap filling may play a role.

The gained understanding of the early recombination pro-
cesses as well as the behavior predicted by Equations+ (%) and 
(() now allows us to correctly estimate # for both materials and 
to also account for early time recombination during the pho-
toexcitation pulse. In practice, we simulate the charge-carrier 
density as a function of time during and following photoexci-
tation, using the parameters we have determined above and 
Equation+((). We then estimate the free carrier fraction for each 
time point using Saha’s equation (Equation+ (%)). The resulting 
time-dependent free carrier fraction will have a maximum value 
shortly after photoexcitation, which we use as our best estimate 
for #. We show the uncorrected #$µ values side by side with 
the corrected $µ values in Figure+%B. The fully corrected, accu-
rate estimations of the mobilities are significantly di)erent: 
in case of the %D perovskite, the corrections a)ect the higher 
excitation densities more strongly with estimated free carrier 
fractions at peak conductivity (with respect to the initial excita-
tion density) of $.-(, $.'-, $.(*, and $.%%, for excitation energies  

of $.$-, $.#&, $.-$, and #.&( nJ cm–#, respectively, with an 
average mobility of $.- +/! $.! cm# (V s)–! (average of three sam-
ples from one batch, and across all excitation energies). Other 
reports have estimated the long-range mobility of %D perov-
skites as $.#–'., cm# (V s)–! (spread due to di)erent preparation 
routes), using microwave conductivity, photo-induced transmis-
sion and reflection spectroscopy, or PL quenching.[!&,#!,&-,&*]

For PEA#PbI(, the free carrier fractions near peak conduc-
tivity are only $.!!, $.$,, $.$(, and $.$%, for the same range of 
excitation energies, resulting in $µ of -.$ +/! $.' cm# (V s)–! 
(average of !- samples from six batches and across all excitation 
energies). We present both corrected and uncorrected (naïve 
approximations) mobilities side-by-side in Figure+%B, where the 
uncorrected #$µ values are plotted against the excitation den-
sity, while the fully corrected $µ are plotted against the peak 
carrier density. In both cases, the smaller relative errors of the 
estimated mobilities are consistent with the expectation that the 
mobility is widely independent of charge carrier densities in 
the regime measured here. It is worth emphasizing here that 
the low values of # in case of the #D material can be mainly 
accounted for by the correction for the Saha equilibrium at a 
high exciton binding energy of #%$ meV.

We note that for every trace, the carrier density, free-carrier-
to-exciton-ratio, and fraction of bimolecular, excitonic, and 
monomolecular nonradiative recombination are all changing 
as a function of time, which are accounted for in a transient 
manner via our simulation and fitting protocol (see Section S&, 
Supporting Information).

!.%. Short-Range Mobility Estimation

To further investigate both the early-time recombination 
processes, and to probe the early time “short-range” charge-
carrier mobility, we have performed OPTP spectroscopy. For 
this technique, no electronic contact is made to the samples, 

Figure #. A) Transient photoconductivity decays after excitation by !.%&(eV (&*"(nm) pulsed laser with #"(Hz repetition rate for PEA!PbI& and FA".'Cs".#PbI$ 
at di+erent excitation fluences (darkness of color; ".",–!.-& µJ cm–!). B) The uncorrected #$µ and corrected $µ are shown for both materials with 
corresponding error bars (standard error from samples as described in Section S%, Supporting Information). In the first case, the carrier density is the 
excitation density, while in the latter case it is the estimated free carrier density. The two are shown in one plot to make the e+ect of the corrections as 
mentioned in Section S- in the Supporting Information clearer.
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and the transient photoconductivity of the material, following 
photoexcitation, is determined by measuring the change in 
transmission of a THz-frequency probe beam. Similarly to 
the TPC measurement, the length scale over which OPTP 
spectroscopy probes the charge carrier mobility is dependent 
upon the absolute value of the charge carrier mobility. It is 
not straightforward to precisely estimate this length scale.['$] 
However, for metal halide perovskites it has been observed 
that the OPTP-estimated charge carrier mobility reduces when 
reducing perovskite nanocrystal sizes from * to & nm,+ sug-
gesting+ that+ the+ length scale probe is on the order of !$+nm. 
Hence, we consider this short-range, in comparison to the 
length scale of !$$ to !$$$ s of nm probed by the TPC measure-
ment. We show the transient OPTP photoconductivity decays 
in Figure $A, again for both the #D and %D perovskite. We can 
observe that the OPTP transients of PEA#PbI( performed with 
%.!$+eV (($$+nm) photoexcitation show a very fast decay com-
ponent, within the first few picoseconds, which is not present 

in the %D sample. Since this early time decay for the transient 
OPTP signal in the PEA#PbI( samples is independent of exci-
tation fluence, we cannot ascribe it to bimolecular or Auger 
recombination. Similar to earlier studies, we therefore interpret 
that this is due to the rapid exciton formation from an initial 
free carrier population, which are generated with photoexcita-
tion energy significantly above the band gap, which relax to the 
conduction band edge and then into excitonic states, which are 
no longer sensed by the THz probe beam.['!,'#] We further con-
firm this interpretation by photoexciting the same sample with 
a photon energy chosen to be resonant with the excitonic states 
(#.%-+eV, &#$+nm). We show these results in Figure+(B.

Consistently, when we excite the excitonic states directly, 
we no longer observe the early time drop in photoconduc-
tivity. Owing to the enhanced temporal resolution of the OPTP 
experiment, we are thus capable of measuring mobilities 
before exciton formation takes place and hence # is assumed 
to be close to ! for the peak of the conductivity, since again, the  

Figure %. A) Terahertz conductivity decays extracted from the OPTP measurements of both materials pumped at $.#"(eV (&""(nm) and di+erent excitation 
fluences (darkness of color; &.!–&#.$ µJ cm–!). B) Terahertz conductivity decays extracted from the OPTP measurements of the PEA!PbI& thin films pumped 
at $.#"(eV (&""(nm, continuum of states) and !.$,(eV (-!"(nm, exciton resonance). Both were measured at similar excitation fluences of &#.$ µJ cm–!.  
C) Comparison of the extracted mobility of the two di+erent methods used in this study. They represent short-range (OPTP) and long-range (TPC) 
measurements. D) Comparison of extracted mobilities for PEA!PbI& from all the di+erent methods used in this study (#$µ (E.R.) includes early-time 
recombination corrections, but not the Saha equation) with corresponding error bars (standard error from samples as described in Section S%, 
Supporting Information). It highlights the impact of an accurate estimation of free carriers on the resulting mobility.
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photoexcitation photon energy (%.!$+ eV) directly excites car-
riers from the valance band into the continuum of states in the  
conduction band. We determine the THz charge carrier 
mobility from the peak photoconductivity signals to be  
$µ+ = ($ cm# (V s)–! for FA$.*Cs$.!PbI% and - cm# (V s)–! for 
PEA#PbI(. It is worth mentioning again that the mobility 
estimated from OPTP is a relatively short-range mobility, owing 
to the high frequency of the THz probe.[!&,'%]

!.). Combining Long-Range and Short-Range Measurements

Comparing the longer-range mobility that we have deter-
mined from the TPC measurements to the short-range 
mobility determined from the OPTP spectroscopy can yield 
valuable insights into the thin-film quality, and device rele-
vance of the di)erent materials, where longer range transport 
is required. Both data sets are summarized in Figure+(C. For 
the %D perovskite FA$.*Cs$.!PbI%, the short-range and long-
range mobility di)er by a factor of &$, a commonly known 
drop in similar materials.[!&,&-] A detailed understanding of 
the mechanisms behind this observation is part of ongoing 
research, but it indicates that longer-range defects responsible 
for charge carrier scattering are present in these polycrystal-
line thin films.[((–('] Encouragingly, for the #D PEA#PbI(, the 
long-range and short-range mobility are almost identical, 
indicating close to “single-crystal-like” charge transport in 
these polycrystalline thin films. This coincidence of the short-
range THz and long-range TPC mobility is a first for metal 
halide perovskites.

Notably, the THz mobility determined for the case for which 
we have pumped directly into excitonic states (#%µ at #.%-+eV) 
is reduced by "&.&-fold, delivering a #$µ of !.& cm# (V s)!!. This 
is much closer to the TPC mobility determined when we have 
not accounted for the exciton fraction initially generated (#%µ 
or #%µE.R.) as shown in Figure+ (D. This is not a coincidence 
since a larger density of excitons is initially formed when the 
sample is photoexcited in resonance with the excitonic states. 
The initial free carrier fraction will thus be much closer to 
the equilibrium value of # as governed by Equation+ (%). Two  
previous studies on PEA#PbI( have concluded that the Saha 
equation (Equation+ (%)) appears to accurately describe the 
equilibrium population in this material, consistent with both 
the fraction of early-time decay in the THz photoconductivity 
traces, and the intensity-dependent longer time measurements 
(like TPC).['!,'(] This self-consistency within our data and with 
literature gives us a high level of confidence that our analysis 
and interpretations are correct.

#. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that PEA#PbI( as a #D perovskite 
has a considerably higher long-range mobility than a typical 
%D perovskite used in archetypical PV devices. Critically, in 
PEA#PbI( thin films, the sum of mobilities is the same as deter-
mined by the measurements sensitive to both short-range and 
long-range transport. In contrast, the di)erence between short- 
and long-range mobility for %D perovskites is often greater than 

a factor of ten, and in the example we showed here, a factor of 
&$. This indicates that in these thin films of the #D perovskite, 
there are no extrinsic defects responsible for charge carrier 
scattering, beyond those inducing short-range scattering events 
in the crystalline lattice. Thus, we can consider the #D perov-
skite thin films studied here to charge transport properties sim-
ilar to those in single crystals. Typically, researchers consider 
that the benefits of #D perovskites are that they can passivate 
the surface of %D phases and induce stability enhancements, 
in comparison to the neat %D perovskite films, but that they 
are disadvantageous due to their perceived lower charge carrier 
mobility, resulting from the presence of the larger “insulating” 
planes of organic cations. However, our results here indicate 
that employing #D perovskites, or using #D perovskites to direct 
the crystallization of %D perovskites, may indeed be a method 
to enhance the charge transport in optoelectronic devices. 
We therefore ascribe the often-observed underperformance 
of perovskites PV cells employing #D phases, as compared to 
%D phases, to two factors; a) the lager exciton binding energy 
which for a material such as PEA#PbI( results in *$% exciton 
formation at room temperature under solar irradiance. This by 
itself does not imply that #D materials can never be useful as 
solar absorber materials. However, e)orts may be required to 
either study and enhance exciton di)usion and ionization at the 
charge extraction interfaces or minimize nonradiative recom-
bination losses within the #D perovskite thin films. The latter 
would enable photon recycling and extremely long charge-
carrier lifetimes to preserve the internal charge and exciton 
populations, while free carrier transport can allow “out-flow” 
of charge from the solar cells, with continuous re-population 
by the equilibrium between free carriers and excitons. b) The 
second factor, which we believe to be of secondary importance, 
is related to the anisotropy for charge transport and a persistent 
poor understanding of the impact of anisotropic charge car-
rier transport properties on the resulting device performance. 
Although substantial results have been achieved in the past, it 
remains a challenge to fully control the orientation of the #D 
planes in perovskite thin films.['&] Yet, increasing e)orts in 
developing means to control the orientation of the #D planes  
with respect to the substrate will open possibilities of benefiting 
from enhanced anisotropic transport in di)erent optoelec-
tronic device architectures, including PV devices, light-emitting 
diodes, and radiation detectors, with both vertical “sandwich” 
structures, and lateral rear-contact structures. Improving 
understanding of how to control and make use of large exciton 
populations in #D perovskites like PEA#PbI(, how to e)ectively 
passivate and inhibit nonradiative recombination, and how to 
best incorporate them into devices and interface with charge 
extraction/injection materials needs to be the focus of further 
research.

%. Experimental Section
Materials: Lead(II) iodide (PbI!, ''.'''%, metal basis) was purchased 

from TCI chemicals. Cesium iodide (CsI, ''.''%) was purchased from 
Alfa-Aesar. Formamidinium iodide (FAI) was purchased from GreatCell 
Solar. Phenylethylammonium iodide (PEAI), dimethylformamide 
(DMF, anhydrous, ''.,%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, anhydrous, 
>''.'%),( anisole (anhydrous, ''.*%), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and 
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acetone were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as 
purchased without further purification unless stated otherwise.

Glass Substrate Preparation: Microscope glass substrates were cut to 
size (or #(cm round quartz substrates were used) and then cleaned in an 
ultrasonic bath using a series of solvents:

#) $(vol% Decon'" detergent in deionized H!O for #"(min, !) rinsing 
with deionized H!O, $) acetone for #"(min and &) IPA for #"(min. The 
substrates were subsequently blown dry with N! gas. Prior to use they 
were treated with UV-ozone for #-(min.

FA".'Cs".#PbI$ Thin-Film Fabrication: PbI!, FAI, and CsI where 
mixed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox to yield the exact stoichiometry 
of FA".'Cs".#PbI$. The precursors were then mixed with DMF:DMSO 
($:#) to yield a #." . precursor solution. After mixing for at least $ h 
in the glovebox, !-"(µL of solution was spin-coated dynamically onto 
clean glass or quartz substrates using a standardized program of  
#"""( rpm for #" s then -"""( rpm (!"""( rpm acceleration) for $- s. 
The precursor solution was dropped at -–% s after the start of the 
program. Then, $-"(µL of anisole was dropped onto the spinning film 
$- s after the start of the program. It took #–! s to drop the anisole. 
Subsequently, the films were annealed at #"" °C for #-( min. The 
Au-electrode was evaporated as soon as possible after the films had 
cooled down.

PEA!PbI& Thin-Film Fabrication: Stoichiometric amounts of PbI! and 
PEAI were mixed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox with DMF to yield a ".% . 
precursor solution. After at least $ h of mixing, the solution was spin-
coated in a drybox using an optimized protocol: The film was spun at 
#"""(rpm for #" s. After - s, !-" µL of precursor solution was dropped 
onto the spinning film. The spin speed was then increased to %"""(rpm 
(!"""( rpm acceleration) for an additional &" s. No antisolvent was 
needed. The films were annealed on a hotplate at #"" °C for #-(min. 
Au-electrodes were evaporated on top afterward.

TPC Devices Fabrication: After spin-coating the perovskite, '"(nm of 
gold (Au) was evaporated using a nano$% evaporator (Kurt J. Lesker) at 
<& # #"–%(torr(over the course of #-(min.

Optoelectronic Characterization: See the Supporting Information for 
detailed descriptions.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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